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ADULT EDUCATION- - - TODAY ' S IMPERATIVE 
A new note is appearing in Am erica n educat ional thought: adults 
must continue to learn; learning, like breathing , is a requirement of 
living . The assumption that learning is a lifelong prcc'--..., .; -"' b_ ~ ' 
on a new fact of life: the accelerating pace of s ocial change. -=- x 
th e ::' irst time in the history of civilization, the time span OI c.,as .. . '--
cultural change has been telescoped into l e ss tha n the lifetime of the 
ind ~vidual. The current generation of mature adults now repre s ents 
the first generation faced with manag ing a c ulture different in kind 
tha n the one originally transmitted t o them . The consequence of this 
n ew fact of life is such that the well-educated youth of today is an 
00 solete man tomorrow. 
Obsolescence occurs v i sibly in regard to knowledge . The set of 
.acts the present adult generation learned about nature, the human 
per sona lity, the arts, and the ordering of human affairs has today 
been supplanted by a more complete and extensive set . More knowledge 
has been discovered during the lifetime of the present adult po pulation 
than existed ut the time of its birth. furthermor e , knowledg e becomes 
obsolete in essence . Learned truths become untruths in th e light of 
advanced learning . 
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In regard to skills, obsolescence is even more apparent. Techno-
logical changes require adults continuously to adapt to new methods of 
work, and often, even to new vocations. Such other everyday skills as 
those involved in child raising, food preparation, transportation , 
communication, health maintenance, and leisure time activity are con-
stantly being modified. 
We are in danger of becoming obsolete in other ways which are 
less visible, but even more tragic. The increasing necessity for a 
mobile population coincident with concentrated living in cities requires 
a::iults to learn new patterns, values, senses of belonging, and new ways 
of achieving personal identity repeatedly within a single lifetime. Such 
traditional havens of stability as churches, homes, schools, governments, 
businesses, and voluntary organizations are in constant flux, striving 
continually toward greater productivity and compatibility with modern 
living conditions. 
The consequence of this sudden turn in the tide of civilization is 
clear: a society that makes its educational investment almost entirely 
in children and youth is on the way to becoming obsolete and is reducing 
its chance for survival. Therefore, there is new emphasis on the education 
of adults in America. This is why adult education is shifting rapidly from 
a marginal t o a central concern for many educational statesmen; why 
legislators and educational policy-makers recognize that society now has 
as great a stake in the continued learning of adults as it ever had in the 
education of children. 
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THE CAREER ADULT EDUCATOR- - - AN URGENT NEED 
The increasing need for educating adults means th at the role of the 
profess ional adult educator is more important than ever. Men and women 
responsible for the educ ation and training of adults make significant 
contributions in government and bus iness, in colleges and schools, in 
labor unions and churches, in welfare agencies and health organizations, 
and in countless other institutions a nd orga nizations . They work at 
variou s levels , ranging from part-time ins tructors t o directors of large 
agencies. Profes s ional people interested in the e ducation of adults 
work with the illiterate and t he colleg e graduate , w ith the unemployed 
and the $30,000 executive, with people in all wa lk s o f l i fe and in all 
parts of our society . They work not only in the Unite d States and 
Canada, but increasingly in foreign countries under some t echnical 
assistance program. 
Adult educators work in a variety of agencie s a nd w ith a variety 
of participants and programs, but they have s everal things in common. 
Cne is the underly ing desire to bu ild a better society through helping 
individual men and women develop their knowledg e , skill s , vocational 
c ompetence, and interests . 0.ur society i s becoming increasingly de-
pendent upon adults who acquire a high order of formal e ducat ion and 
training in order to live more effectively with the rapid social and 
technological changes , with urbanization, with int ernational tensions 
a nd with a c onstantly changing value system . Th e adve nt of teaching 
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machines, television programming, learning laboratories , carrels, com-
puters and other devices for learning has opened up new areas of explora -
tion and methods of study for adult education . As teachers, researchers , 
and administrators, adult educators have a great responsibility not 
only to understand the implications of these advances but to capitalize 
upon their presence. 
These advances also h e lp to point up the nee d for c e,mpetent lE:aJE:c-
ship w ithin the held. This means adequately tra ined people who u nder-
stand the multi- institutional and inter- d i s ciplinary nature of adult 
education, who have a broad knowledge of the humanit ies and social 
sciences , and who have specia lized knowledge about how adults learn. 
A book produced by the Profe s s ors of Adu lt Education points out 
that, to date, "the corps of adult e ducat ion workers is neither suffic iently 
large nor trained to meet the requirement s of the expandin g field . 111 
Thi s statement summariz es the c urrent s ituation. Th e field i s ex pa nd 1. ,<;, 
rapidly and many important task s lie ahead, but not enought compet ent 
persons are ava ilable to perform these tasks. Each professor of adult education 
has become resigned to receiving numerous notices of job vacancies for 
which he cannot suggest a suitable c andidate . It seems clear that con-
tinuing education for adults is an expanding profession, and tha t the com-
petent individual intere sted in working with adults will, at lea st during the 
lGale Jensen, A. A. I.ive righ t , and Wilbur Ha l lenbeck , Adult 
Education: Outlines of an Emerging Field of Unive rsity Study (Washington : 
Adult Education Association of the U . S . A., 1964) , pp . 70-74 . 
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next few decades, have little difficulty finding an important and challenging 
postion. 
THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE ADULT EDUCATOR 
The re sponsibilities for the professional adult educator, regardless 
of position held, generally may be placed in one of fou r categories: 
administration, teaching, research, counseling---or a combination of 
these. 
ADMINISTRATION 
One of the fundamental challenges facing adult educators is to 
find effective ways of responding to the changing and complex needs 
of their constituents. The effective adult educator not only has the 
ability to utilize appropriate processes m discovering adult needs, 
but also possesses the sensitivity and diagnostic ability t o interpret 
the nature of the problems and concerns of the people in setting in-
stitutional obJec tives. He is skilled in establishing an administrative 
organization and in selecting and training staff members for the org ani-
zation. 
Many professional adult educators , regardless of agency or insti-
tution, are experts in promoting education programs. The extent of 
these activities may range from sending news and feature stories to a 
weekly paper to full - time promotion in the megalopolis . Not only must 
the adult educator have skill in program promotion, he mu st understand 
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what methods are appropriate and successful for his promotional obJectives. 
The planning of educational programs means that the adult e ducator 
must develop a sophisticated understanding of the planning process, the 
utilization of planning groups , the available resources a nd effective pro-
cedures for evaluation of the program. 
TEACHING 
Teaching adults , as any good teac h er of adul ts will testify , i s not 
concerned primarily with the transmission of know ledge but rather with 
th2 stunulation of a desire to learn . Just as important is the teacher's 
concern for the adult to learn how to teach himself . The teacher of 
adults should have as his primary obJective the development of a 
student who can dispense with having a teacher---an adult compe-
tent to take h is place as an infonned citizen in a free society. These 
results are achieved by a teacher of adults having an interest in working 
w1th adults as individuals as well as an understandrng of how adults 
learn . 
Whether the adult e ducator is tec)ch ing a class in basic education, 
he oby ,ourscs , vocational education , group leadership , or the theory 
0! adult l c<1rn1 nu, ti 1s o nly apparent qood sensl' tllc1t he t1 d,1pt his tcuching 
niellh)ds .. m d techniques t o th E' aims of the g iven coUI su , to the ,1bil it1 c s 
.ind b,1ck9rounds () f his s tuden ts, ,ind lo his ow11 pcr:.;onc1lity . 
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RESEARCH 
Some professional adult educators, as part of their responsibilities 
conduct research into the needs and learning of adults; the effectiveness 
of various programs, techniques, and administrative proc edures; and 
the historical development of adult education in various countries . An 
impor tant , inescapable responsibility of the professional adult educator 
is keeping up with arrl contributing to the advance of knowledge in the 
field of adult education . Since knowledge is rapidly advancing in this 
field , the adult teacher and administrator must continue the learning 
process throughout his career. A secondary duty of these adult educators 
is to share what they have learned with others through publica-::io11 . 
publications of adult education associations as well a s commercial 
book companies offer many opportunities for this endeavor. 
COUNSELil\JG 
In addition to promoting his program , the adult educator must be 
concerned with serving his clients. Whether in business , labor , 
voluntary associations, formal educational institutions , or m the 
church, adults want to talk over their educational needs in light of the 
agency's offerings. To date, adult educators have not provided suffic1cr,t 
counseling. The newcomer to the field s hould seriously consider the 
possibility of making an important contribution in the fiel d of adult 
counseling . 
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The adult counselor t ries to aid each adult student to discover his 
ow n abilities and limitations, to define his educational goals as clearly 
as possible, to clarify his vocational objectives, and to solve his per-
s onal problems . Consequ ently, the counselor of adults tries to remain 
acquaint ed with the wide range of community agencies to which adults 
may be referrred . Welfare organizations , employment offices, family 
service bureaus, veterans service offices, psychiatrists, and religious 
counseling agencies are among the resources with which the adult 
educator must be familiar . An important qualification of the adult 
educator is the humility which helps him to understand his own limita-
tions and leads him to seek specialized help when needed. 
THE RANGE OF PROFESSIONAL POSITIONS IN ADULT EDUCATION 
Today 's career adult educator is found in the wide range of institutions 
and organizations--- educational, professional, business, governmental, 
and voluntary . Mor e and mor e adult educator s are pur suing careers in 
institutions and organizations not connected with formal e ducat ion . The 
listing below of some of the major career opportunities could be expanded 
considerably . 
UNIVERSITIES , SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES , LIBRARIES 
A large majority of th e public school s , colleg?s, and universities 
offer c redit and non- credit classes for adults in addit ion t o a wide 
variety of other educational programs- - -educational television, confer-
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ences and institutes, correspondence instruction, and community services. 
It 1s estimated that approximately 700 full-time directors and 8,000 part-
time directors are employed in public school adult education in the 
United States. In university extension and evening college programs , 
it is estimated that more than 1,000 full-time professional people are 
employed in administrative positions. Staffs of comparabl e sizes are 
found in Canadian institutions , too. 
The land grant universities in each of the 50 states conduct an 
active educational program through the Cooperative Extension Service . 
There are approximately 14 , 000 positions in this area of educ ation, 
including the following: directors, management personnel, spec1a11sts, 
county agricultural agents, supervisors, county home demonstratior. 
agents, and 4- H Club leaders. Similar opportunitie s exist in Canada . 
Many libraries have active adult education programs with positions 
for librarians or adult educators who can develop library-centered iJrograms 
of adult education. 
POSITIONS IN BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY 
Business and industrial corporations conduct extensive programs of 
training and personnel development which require training officers with 
skills in the methods of adult education . The rapid growth of techno-
logy and the changes in business operations require a constant program 
of updating , refresher tra ining, and specialized preparation . It 1s 
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estimated that the educational budgets of the largest business and indus-
trial plant s are equal to the budgets of the largest universities of this 
country . It is estimated that more than 10,000 training directors are 
employed by business and industrial firms in North America . 
IABOR EDUCATION 
Labor unions conduct programs for their members and officers on 
labor economics, collective bargaining, leadership training, etc. 
Presently , 250 to 300 full - time directors of education are employed in 
labor unions in the United States . 
VOLUNTARY ORGANIZATIONS , CHURCHES , AND GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES 
A wide variety of voluntary and governmental organizations conduct 
active educational programs for adults. Churches, welfare and social 
services agencies , YMCA and YWCA, trade associations , and health 
associations need personnel who can develop and carry through effective 
programs for educating adults in their areas of special interest. It is es-
timated that ut least 150 national voluntary agencies currently sponsor 
some kind of cduc.1tional programs. 
A sal ary survey conducted in 1964 of public school adult educators 
is the most recent source of information for salaries in that field. The 
average salary for full-time and part-time direct or of public school adult 
education was slightly more than $11,000 according to that survey . 
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QUALIFICATIONS AND TRAINING FOR A CAREER IN ADULT EDUCATION 
The adult educator must have the capacity to plan, develop, and 
carry through a variety of educat ional programs to meet the broad spec-
trum of adult needs for education in today's dynamic and complex society. 
The career a dult educator must have a breadth of intellectual interests , 
a depth of personal concern for sol ving human and social problems and 
an understanding of effective methods for planning and executing educa-
tional programs for adults. The ability to understand and work well 
with individuals, small groups, and organizations is an important qualifi-
cation for successful work in adult education. 
For some careers in adult education, a specialized background in 
business, sociology, psychology, agriculture, and other fields may be 
useful or essential. However, most of the professional positions in 
adult education require only a general background in the social sciences 
probably with advanced work in the principles and methodology of adult 
education. 
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THE EMERGENCE OF GRADUATE STUDY IN ADULT EDUCATION 
American universities respond quickly to social pressures. As 
soon as a new movement or association or crusade is founded , its 
sponsors often begin to demand that institutions of higher learning 
should establish programs to educate its present or prospective leader-
ship •. So it has been y.rith adult education . 
With the expansion of various kinds of adult education in the 
twenties and thirties, the scope of university graduate offerings was 
both extended and broadened . The term "adult education" as part of a 
course title f irst appeared at Columbia in 1922. In 19 31 , Ohio State 
University followed Columbia's example and created a Department of 
Adult Education . The University of Chicago established its full - fledged 
program in 19 35 . The first t wo Ph.D's in Adult Education were granted 
by Columbia in 19 35 . 1 
The number of institutions offering degrees in adult education has 
expanded rapidly during the past twenty years . A survey of graduate 
programs in Adult Education in the United States conducted by Ingham 
and Qazilbash in 1968 revealed a total of twenty-four institutions offering 
graduate degree work in adult education . The following Table was made 
from their work . 
Jensen , Liveright , and Hallenbeck , op . cit. , pp . 70- 74 
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Institution Offering Degree Work in Adult Education and 




















































TABLE 1 Con 't . 
Number of Number of 
Institutions Doctoral Master ' s 
Students Students 
Full- Part- Full- Part-
Time Time Time Time 
University of Michigan 6 30a 8 15 
Nebraska 10 13 2 (; 
University of 
North Carolina 0 0 i 2 
North Carolina State 42 39 46 123 
Ohio State 12 19 1 12 
VPI 11 0 
Wisconsin 
Madison 64 20 13 7 
Wisconsin 
Milwaukee 2 39 
Wyoming 9 4 1 s 
a 
did not distinguish between doctoral and master's students 
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LOCATION OF MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Morehead State University is in the position to become the leader 
in Adult Education in Kentucky and the Appala chian Region. 
None of the other colleges and universities in the state of Kentucky 
have degree programs in Adult and Continuing Education . Although 
Western Kentucky State University and the University of Kentucky a re 
in the process of developing graduate programs in Adult and Continuing 
Education, Morehead State University appears to be far ahead of these 
schools at this time . 
There is also a dearth of graduate programs in adult and connnuing 
education in the Appalachian Region. The liniversity of Geo::-g1a and 
Mississippi State University have developea graduate programs m the 
extreme southern portions o f Appalachia . The two graduate prograrr. s ~.-. 
adult education with the greatest proximity to Morehead State universJty 
are located at Ohio State University and North Carolina State Universi"i:y 
at Ral eigh . The strategic location of Morehead State University appear-~ 
to favor a Masters degree program in Adult and Continuing Education. 
There is a special need in the state of Kentucky and throughout th 2 
Appalachian Region for adult educators trained to assume leadership 
positions which exist in a variety of agencies having a central conce::-.-. 
for adult education . 
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APPALACHIAN ADULT BASIC EDUCATION DEMONSTRATION CENTER 
Morehead State University took the initiative in adult and continuing 
e ducation in Kentucky and Appalachia with the establishment of the 
Appal achian Adult Basic Education Demonstration Center in June of 1967 . 
The Center was established to affect significant improvement in the 
quality of adult basic education . 
The problems of illiteracy and poverty in rural Appalachia have been 
clearly documented many times . Evidence o f these undereducated people 
is expressed in incr e sing welfar e rolls, unemployment, higher rejection 
rates for military ser vice , and related phenomena . These handic apped 
individuals are the poverty stricken of our society , disabled in educational 
achievement , health , and employability . Deficiencies in fundamental 
skill s , basic to effect ive and responsibl e membership in our society , 
seriously inhibit o r prevent a significant portion of our popul a t ion from 
becoming contributing members of the fami ly , local , national , and world 
community . The Demonstration Cent er takes as a central task a region-
wide attack on these problems through a vigorous program of demonstr ation , 
train ing , research , .:rnd research-rel a t ed a ctiviti es. 
Thr obJc-ctivcs of the Appalach ian Adult Basic Education Demonstration 
C e nter ,ire presented below . 
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES 
1 . To develop a demonstration and research center within the Appala-
chian Region to focus attention on the unemployed or underemployed, 
undereducated populous from poverty- ridden families in an area with 
a composition of predominately rural clientele. 
2. To mobilize all resources in areas, such as the State Department of 
Education and E. S . E. A. Title III programs, Community Action 
Agencies, Regional Educational Laboratories, Vocational Re.,ab1ina-
tion, Economic Security, Public Health Departments, and otr.er 
agencies serving the same population to: 
a) identify and enroll the adults 
b) identify needed programs and locations 
c) shift the onus of responsibility for the program's success 
to the target group as much as possible to secure partici-
pation 
d' develop interrelationships between this program and ex1s t -
ing health , economic and education programs focused or. 
the target group 
3 . To develop a central learning laboratory material center where dif-
ferent media techniques and materials will be available for teacher 
training in a laboratory situation. As the teacher views different 
techniques in practices, all available resource material will be at 
hand to assist him in his own curriculum development. Counselors .. 
teachers , administrators, and others will receive training in this 
center with actual classes of adults. 
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4. To develop a diagnostic center to ferret out methods of determining 
educational needs and learning difficulties. 
S. To develop an interrelationship among states within Appalachia b y 
establishing field units in each state to serve as demonstration 
centers to utilize new approaches, innovations, and mass medi a 
for instructional purposes. 
6 . To develop an evaluation- research component to assess materials, 
methods , and concepts being tried in the d ifferent demonstration 
field units and to collect the data and information from programs 
already in progress. 
7. To disseminate materials, ideas , re search findings, etc ., to 
assist other developmental adult basic education programs . 
8. To coordinate a multi-media communicati on c omponent to creat e and 
distribute promotional "outreach" and "interpretative" adult basic 
education materials for broad distribution in the Appalachian 
region for use in educational and commercial radio and televi s i on . 
9. To develop professional and para-professional t raining programs as 
a part of the learning c e nter under the auspices of Mo rehead State 
University und representing a con sortium of University , State and 
regional interests in adult and community education . 
10 . To d i sseminate findings of a ll 18vels of Center uctivity c1s appropriate 
for national and regional program improvement a nd development . 
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TEACHER-TRAINING WORKSHOP 
The Appalachian Adult Basic Education Demonstration Center has 
r ecogn ized the tremendous lack of training for adult basic education 
teac hers. In order to furnish much needed training , a teacher-training 
workshop was conducted during the summer of 19 69 . 
The primary purpose of the Appalachian Adult Basic Education 
Teacher-Training Workshop was to provide instruction illustrating the 
unique problems a nd culture of the undereducated in Appal achia in an 
effort to increase the skill , competence, and ability of adult basic 
education teachers in Appalachia . 
The Workshop had three unique features: (1) It concentrated on 
the cultura l, social, and econom ic problem s in Appalachia and the ir 
relationship to ABE . (2) It provided information to par ticipants on all 
commun ity programs re l ated to ABE . (3 ) It utilized the information gained 
by the Appalachian Adult Basic Education Demonstration Center on inno-
vative a pproaches in working with adults in Appalachia . 
A tota l of 111 par ticipants from the /\ppuluchiun portion of 12 states 
a tte nd0d the Workshop . 
The /\ppaluchi.:m Adult Basic I:ducation hus ul so submitted u proposal 
to conduct a r eading work s hop during the summer of 19 70. 
The ultimate objective of the proposed Appalachian Adult Basic Educa-
tion Teacher-Trainer Reading Workshop is to improve the reading ability of 
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the rural disadvantaged population in Appalach ia . In order to achieve 
thi s goal , a t eacher-tra iner work shop in reading is propo sed . 
A team of four experienced adult basic educators will be selected 
from the Appalachian portion of thirteen states . These four individuals 
wi ll undergo an intensive pragmatic three-week training session in 
reading. The team members will receive a general orientation in 
reading with each team member specializing in one of the following 
areas : (1) u se and evaluation of reading materials (2) word attack 
skills (3) comprehension skills a nd (4) diagnosis and testing . To in-
sure that the teacher trainers conduct training session s on reading after 
the workshop is completed, the proposal a l so includes a limited amount 
of funding for reading materials and salary for the team to conduct 10 
days of actual training . A training syllabus in r eading will be developed 
during the workshop for u se by the trainers. 
Teacher-training workshops are by nature emergency programs de-
signed to meet immediate needs . If a competent core of adult educators 
is to be trained in l\ppal achia , a more sy stematic approach will have to 
be utilized . The purpose of this document i s to propose a graduate pro-
gram in Adult and Continuing Education , to train not only adult basic 
education teachers but to devel op leadership in all c1gencic s which serve 
the adult population . 
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The U . S . Office of Education , the Adult Education Association of 
the U.S.A . , the National Association for Public School Adult Education 
the Kentucky State Department of Education , Division of Adult Education 
and the Southern Regional Education Board have all enthusiastically 
endorsed the development of the graduate program at Morehead 
State University . 
PROGRAM OF STUDIES 
To provide a quality graduate program , a core curriculum of five 
graduate level courses supplemented by a special problem and a pro-
fessional seminar has been developed. This central core is designed 
to provide the basic concepts, depth of understanding , and professional 
competencies which every person prepared at the masters level in adult 
education should have . In addition , every graduate student is required 
to pursue a program of studies which will provide him with the research 
tools and the overall understanding of education and related social 
sciences which he should hold in common with his collegues in other 
specialized areas of education and the sociul anrl behaviorul sciences. 
The graduc1tc program in adult education is flexible in thut a program 
of studies wi 11 be developed with euch student to develop the speciul 
competencies and understanding needed in accordance with the pro-
fess ional role or roles that the student plans to assume . Some students 
will find a need to concentrate rather heavily in psychological or sociolo-
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gical areas , others will feel a need to fill in gaps in the humanities , 
while still others may concentrate in administration or other re l ated 
fields . It will not be uncommon to fin d adult education s tudents en-
rolled in courses in other schools, such as the School of Applied 
Sciences and Technology a nd the School of Social Scienc es . 
For exampl e , those students in Adult and Continuing Education 
who are involved in th e vocational training of adults would be en-
couraged to take graduate trainirg in Vocational Education . Those 
students involved in social services for adults could take courses in 
Guidance and Counseling. 
The graduate program should not be construed as consisting of a 
series of courses which a student must tak e , but rather should be 
considered as a program designed to enable one to master a series of 
major learning experiences in an effort to achieve his personal goals . 
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REQUIREMENTS FCR ADMISSION 
The candidate must fulfill the general requirements of the Graduate 
School for admission . Prerequisite courses for the work the student ex 
pects to pursue may be required. The satisfactory completion of at 
lea st two years of relevant professional experience is advisable. 
REQIUBEMENTS FOB THE DEGREE 
In addition to meeting the general requirements for graduate study 
with respect to candidacy , residence, and scholarship, the candidate 
must complete 30 credit hours of approved course work . 
The students must complete a minimum of 12 hours of core courses in 
the area of Adult and Continuing Education . In addition to the core 
courses in Adult and Continuing Education , the student will be re-
quired to take Education 500. The rema ining 16 hours of course work 
will be selected by the student and his graduate committee to meet the 
special interest and needs of the student. The following courses constitute 
the offerings of the proposed Department of Adult and Continuing Education. 
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PROPOSED COURSES (12 Hours Required) 
NUMBER HOURS TITLE 
Ed 4? ?G Principles of Adult and Continuing Education 
Ed 5?? 3 Basic Education for the Disadvantaged Adult 
Ed 5?? 3 Human Development in Adulthood 
Ed 5?? " .) The Community School 
Ed 5?? 3 Program Planning and Evaluation 
Ed 5?? 2 Special Problems 




Approval of the following courses are requested for the Department 
of Adult and Continuing Education. 
Principles Of Adult and Continuing Educa tion 
This course was designed to furnish the enrollees an oppor-
tunity to familiarize themselves with the over- all field of adult educa -
tion. More specifically, the in- class and out- of- class experiences 
constituting this course have been selected and arranged to facilitate 
the efforts of participants to improve themselves with regard to: 
1 . Awareness of adult education as a unique segment of 
the broad field of education. 
2. An understanding of the special problems which face 
the adult educator together with the guiding principles 
useful in their resolution . 
3 . A familiarity with the historic development of adult educa -
tion and its sponsoring organizations, institutions and 
agencies. 
4 . An awareness of the social imperatives of adult education. 
5. A knowledge of the unique physical, phychological and 
social characteristics of the adult learner and associated 
implications for the teaching adult educator. 
G. /\ familiarity with and competen ce in the selection of 
methods and techniques appropriate for various adult 
learning sit uations. 
7. A familiar ity with the over- all program deve lopmenl pro -
cess and an understanding of the associated principles . 
8 . An awareness of the research needs of the field of adult 
education . 
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In order to develop the competences stated above, the 
following course outline is proposed . 
A. The Nature, Scope, and Importance of Adult Education 
1. Defining the field of adult education 
2 . Extent and nature of adul t participation 
3. Overview of agencies and programs 
4 . Professionalization 
S. Job Opportunities 
6. The objectives of adult education; social and individual 
pur poses 
7. Relationship to other forms of education 
B. Sources of Objectives 
1. Customs, traditions, and values in our society 
2 . The nature of comm unity and socia 1 needs 
3 . The nature of personal needs of the individual 
4 . The nature of our ins ti tut ions 
S. Social trends 
6. Industrial and social problems 
7 . The analysis of needs and interests 
8. Philosophy and formulation of educational objectives 
C. Philosophy of Adult Education 
1 . Purpose and objectives 
2. Philosophical issues relevant to contemporary society 
D. The His tori cal Background and Development of Adult Education 
(institutions and agencies) 
1 . Development of institutions and formal o rganizations 
2 . 1:arly origin and foundations based on individ ual c1nd 
community needs 
3. Current status 
4. Historical background in [ urope and U . S.!\. 
S . Basic hypotheses abou t the history of adult education 
6 . The primary motives and objectives of adult education 
at key periods in our history and re lationship of these 
to social and economic conditions 
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E. Psychological Foundations of Adult Education (The Adult a-s 
a Learner) 
1. Adults can learn to learn 
2. Indi victual adaptation to change in contemporary culture 
3. Motives of adults 
4 . Adult learning in small groups 
5. Overview of learning and personality theory 
6. Characteristics of adults as a learner 
7 . Principles of adult teaching a nd learning 
8. Learning capacity of adults and its rela tion to age 
9 . Major stages of adulthood and the implicat ions for 
adult educational programming 
F. Sociological Foundation s of Adult Education 
1. Disengagement of the adult 
2 . Innovations and adoption 
3 . Social class and verbal behavior 
4. Socialization throughout the life cycle 
5 . The four major social conceptions of adult education 
6. Tre structure of institutional adult educ ation in the U.S . 
G. Methods Used in Teaching Adults 
1. Methods used by different agencies 
2. Relationship of methods to adult learning abilities 
3 . Criteria for selecting appropriate methods 
4. Uses of mass media 
5. Use of small groups 
6 . Classifications, selection and use of methods, 
techniques and devices 
7. Stress of client participation 
8 . New approaches to large group participation 






6. Origin of various agencies 
7. Growth and development 
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I. Problems , Issues and Concerns of Adult Education 
1. Coordination between agencies and role clarification 
2 . Public understanding 
3. Research and evaluation 
4 . Facilities and finance 
5. Philosophical issues 
6 . The "marginality" concept 
J . Evaluation in Adult Education 
1. The nature and purpose of evaluation 
2. Determining and measuring the attainment of ob1ectives 
3. Appraising the effectiveness of methods and techniques 
4. The measurement of outcomes of various types of 
programs such as a community forum 
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
PROPOSED NEW COURSE IN ADULT AND CONTINUING EDUCATION 
Title: Principles of Adult and Continuing Education 
Credit: 3 hours 
Proposed Course Number: 4 ? ?G ---=--- -=-- --
No. Hours/Wk. Lecture: 3 ----='---------
Laboratory: _...:O~------
Prerequisites: __________________________ _ 
Text: Adult Education: Outline of an Emerging Field of l mvers1ty St1..,c, 1 
Author: Gale Jensen, A. A. Liveright and Wilbur Hallenbeck 
Publisher: Adult Education Associa tion 
Price: ________ _ 
Content of Course: A survey course to familarize students witr, en c . ,,~ ... ·" 
of adult education. Emphasis will be placed on the scope, impor tance, ·" 
torical development,philosophy and problems unique to adult educ,a ~1 ,r. 
Topics and Time Allotment: 
2 weeks - Nature, Scope, and Importance of Adul t Education 
1 week - Sources of Objectives 
1 week - Philosophy of Adult Education 
2 weeks - Historical Background and Development of Adult Educat10n 
2 weeks - The Adult as a Learner 
2 weeks - Sociological Foundations of Adult Education 
2 weeks - Methods used in Teaching Adults 
2 weeks - Agencies of Adult Education 
1 week - Problems, Issues, and Concerns of Adult Education 
1 week - Evaluation in Adult Education 
Cata log Description: This course is designed to increase the student's under-
standing and knowledge of adult education by giving him a genera l overview of 
the field including the scope, importance, historical background, philosophy 
and problems unique to the education of adults . 
Statement of Needs: The accelerating pace of socia l change has placed the adult 
in a position in which he must continue to learn or become obsolete. The increas-
ing demand for educating adults points up the need for competent people within the 
field who understand the multi-institutional and inter-disciplinary nature of adult 
education. 
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BASIC EDUCATION FOR THE DISADVANTAGED ADULT 
This course was designed to provide the students an opportunity to 
familiarize themselves with the procedures for understanding and working 
with the disadvantaged adult . More specifically, the m-class and out-of-
class experiences constituting this course have been selected to provide 
the adult basic education teachers and administrators with information 
and experience that will enable them to: 
(1) Develop a philosophy of Adult Basic Education as a part of 
the total educaticnal commitment 
(2) Increase their knowledge and understanding of the unique 
Appalachian Region in terms of : 
(a) the economic problems in Appalachia 
(b) the culture of the undereducated adults in Appalachia 
(c) the social and psychological factors affecting the 
undereducated adult in Appalachia 
(3) Acquire an understanding of the potential community resources 
in Appalachia and their use in adult basic education program s . 
(4) Provided information on new techniques and methods being 
utilized in ABE demonstration centers in Appalachia. 
(5) Increase their knowledge and understanding of the implicit 
concepts and techniques related to recruitment and retention 
of the undereducated adult in order to increase the number ci. 
participants and reduce the dropout rate . 
(6) Utilize effective methods of testing, placement, and counseling 
of the undereducated adult . 
(7) Increase their ability to design and implement an effective adult 
basic education program in terms of: 
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(a) developing effective student-teacher relationships 
(b) creating a learning atmosphere in the classroom 
(c) selecting appropriate curriculum content 
(d) employing instructional methods and techniques 
(e) utilizing appropriate audio-visual equipment to 
enhance the learning by students 
(f) evaluating student progress toward personal and 
program goals 
SIGNIFICANCE AND CONTRIBUTION OF THE COURSE 
The successful implementation of this project should provide the 
following outcome in Appalachia . 
(1) The development of a competent core of teachers and adminis-
trators in ABE. 
(2) The establishing of a system which will continuously supply 
new and useful information to teachers in the field and m a 
form which is directly related to their teaching needs and 
problems. 
(3) The establishment of a format for cooperation between adult 
basic education teachers and other programs in the local 
community which are directed at the disadvantaged adult. 
(4) An understanding of the unique problems of the disadvantaged 
adult in Appalachian and their influence on program development . 
The course outline may be divided into the following fifteen segments. 
(1) Social and economic characteristics of the disadvantaged 
(2) Psychological characteristics of the disadvantaged 
(3) Recruitment of students 
(4) Community involvement 
(5) Involvement of other federal and state agencies 
(6) Adult learning environment 
(7) Teaching methods in ABE 
(8) Learning Lab and CAI for adults 
(9) Selecting materials for ABE students 
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(10) Counseling 
(11) Drop outs 
(12) Testing ABE students 
(13) Teaching basic knowledge and skills in Arithmetic 
(14) Teaching basic knowledge and skills in Reading 
(15) Teaching basic knowledge and skills in Writing 
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
PROPOSED NEW COURSE IN ADULT AND CONTINUING EDUCATION 
Title: Basic Education For the Disadvantaged Adult 
Credit: 3 ----"------
Proposed Course Number: __ 5 ?_? _ _ _ _ 
No . Hours/Wk. Lecture: 3 --~-------
Laboratory: 0 --------
Prerequisites: -------------- -----------
Text: Basic Education for the Disadvantag ed Adult: Theory and Practice 
Author: Frank W . Lanning and Wesley A. Many 
Publisher: Houghton Mufflin Company 
Price~: ________ _ 
Content of Course: Emphasis will be placed on method and techniques which 
have proved effective in working with disadvantaged adults, innovative 
approaches in ABE, and social and psychological characteristics of the dis-
advantaged. 
Topics and Time Allotment: 
2 weeks - Social and economic chara cterist ics of the disadvantaged 
1 week - Psychological characteristics of the d i sadvantaged 
1 week - Recruitment of students 
1 week - Community involvement 
1 week - Involvement of other federal and state agencies 
1 week - Adul t learning environment 
l week - Teaching methods in ABE 
1 week - LC'arninq Lab and CAI for adults 
1 week - Selecting materials for ABC s tude nts 
l week - Counsel ing 
l week - Drop o uts 
1 week - Testing ABE s tudents 
1 week - Teaching basic knowledge and ski lls in /\ri thmetic 
1 week - Teaching basic knowledge and skill s in Reading 
1 week - Teaching basic knowledge and skills in writing 
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Catalog Description: A study of the social, psychological and economic 
problems of the disadvantaged . An investigation of traditiona 1 and inno-
vative approaches for teaching the adult basic education student. 
Statement of Need: The success and effectiveness of adult basic educa -
tion programs depend, to a considerable degree, upon the skill, compe-
tence, and ability of ABE teachers to effectively help their adult students 
achieve the educational, social, and pre-vocational goals of the program . 
Today, there are many men and women being employed as adult basic 
educa tion teachers who have never had training or experience working 
with adults. These new teachers are called upon not only to teach read-
ing, writing, and arithmetic but to aid the undereducated adult to learn 
to recognize and meet problems of daily living and improvl, .... _ir ,_ 
tiveness as citizens, parents, and workers. The teacners of adult bc1s1c 
education need additional training to be effective . 
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HUMJ\1'. DEVELOPl\fE}.;T IN ADULTHOOD 
T!'us course WdS dcsignea (1) to develop an awareness of the pyschologi-
c.:il, sociological , and physiological changes of inaividuuls from young adult-
nooc. to death; ane1 (2) to develop the ability to translate this knowledge into 
social practice . More specificctlly , the in- class and out - of- class experiences 
constituting this course nave been sciectcd und 2rrnnged to facilitate the 
c ~Orts of the enrollees to use basic rcsc<.1rch findings in working with adults . 
'3 5 
SIGNIFICANCE AND CONTRIBUTION OF THE COURSE 
This c ourse has been developed in the context of the practitioner ' s 
needs. Whether the practitioner is invol ved in adult education , higher educa-
tion , adult counseling, home economics , vocational rehabilitation or educa-
tion , or other work involving adults , he need s an under standing of the learner . 
Elementary and secondary educ a tion teacher t ra ining long ha s rec ognized the 
need for understanding of th e learner as evidenced by the ubiquitous course 
in child development in education sequences . 
The impetus t o researcl;l in aging is historically quite recent. However, 
the last decade has seen res earch which needs application in the practical 
setting . James Birren , Director of the Gerontology Center at the University 
of Southern California and a noted researcher on aging has stated; " •. . in-
dividuals move into the area of social application without acquiring sophisti-
cation in translating basic research information into social practice . Perhaps 
one of the prospects ahead is a new type of professional person who will be 
trained to blend basic knowledge and application , c1nd bridge the gap that is 
now appurent between research and prc:1ctice in the sociul sciences . '' 
c,bility: 
The course is designed to develop the following level s of thinking 
(1) The participiJnt will dcmonstrutc recull o[ memorized facts con-
cerning changes with hum<1n aging . 
(2) The participant will demonstrate the ability to incorporate these 
facts into concept s a long disciplinary lines . 
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(3) The participant will demonstrate the ability to develop these 
concepts into interdisciplinary systems of understanding of 
the adult aging process . 
(4) The participant will demonstrate the ability to apply thes e 
systems of relationships , inferences, generalizations, and 
principles to the practical problems of working with adults. 
In o r der to develop the competencies stated above , the following course 
outline is proposed: 
I Interpreting Research in the Social and :i\arnral Sciences 
II The Psychological View of Aging 
A. Intellectual Changes with Age 
1. Intelligence - longitudinal and cross sect10nal research 
2 . Leaming 
3 . Achievement 
B. Personality Changes with Age 
1. Consistency through time 
2. Theories of adult personality 
3 . Adolescence to young o.dulthooct 
4. Middle and old age 
5. "AdJustment" m adulthood 
6 . Theory of disengagement - pros and cons 
III The Sociological View of Aging 
A. Adult Developmental Tasks and Social Roles 
B. Age-Grading and Age Status 
1. American youth culture; transition into adulthood 
2 . The middle aged 
J . The status of the aged 
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C. The Family 
1. Courtship , engagement , marriage 
2 . Sexuality in adulthood 
3 . Marital and parental roles 
4 . Famiiy network : The extended family 
D. Work and Play 
1. The meaning of work 
2 . Work and retirement 
3 . Leisure and play 
4 . Ci vie , religious , and political participation 
5. Economic statu s 
IV The Physiological View of Aging 
A. The Senses 
1. Sight 
2 . Hearing 
3. Other senses 
B. Biological Changes 
1. Biological theories of aging 
2. Central nervous system and brain: slowing of response 
3 . Menopause in the female 
4 . Concept of stress 
5 . Aging vs . disease process 
V. The Adult: A Cross - Disciplinary View 
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
PROPOSED NEW COURSE IN ADULT AND CONTINUING EDUCATION 
'ltle: ..iman Development in Adulthood 
3 hours 
'roposec. Course Number: 







~ext: Selected Readings from the follow ing 
\uthor: Neugarten , Birren , Botwinick , Comfort - other book s and Journals 
?ublisher: 
P:ice: 
::::ontent of Course: A practically orienta ted course to familiarize students with the re-
search on human development in maturity . Emphasi s will be placed on the application 
of knowledge from psychology , sociology, and biology to the probl ems of working and 
interacting with adults . 
Copies and Time Allotment: 
2 weeks - Interpreting Research in The Social and Natural Sciences 
2 weeks - Intellectual Changes with Age 
2 weeks - Personality Changes with Age 
2 weeks - Adult Developmental Tasks and Social Roles 
1 week - Age- Grading and Age Status 
1 week - The Family 
1 week - Work and Play 
1 week - Changes in the Senses with Age 
2 weeks - Biological Changes with Age 
2 weeks - The Adult - A Cross -Disciplina ry View 
Catalog Description: A study of the psychological, sociological , and physiological changes 
in adulthood . The course is designed to provide opportunities to apply knowledge of human 
development to the problems of working wLh adu lts . 
StatenH'nt of Needs : The profC'ssional who works w ith adults needs a n understanding of the 
c lient. Recent research on adult development and uging extends our knowledge of child 
development through the life cycle. The wi_de lack of use of age-appropriat e met hods in 
t~e education a nd counseling of adults points up Lhc need for developing professionals 
able to apply basic knowledge of human development in adulthood t o the practical probl e ms 
of every day . 
THE COMMUNITY SCHOOL 
The purpose of this course is to familiarize the student with 
the philosophy, aevelopment of operation of a school to serve the 
needs of all people in the community. The in-class and out- of-
class experiences constituting this course have been selected to 
provide the student with understanding of the Community School 
in the following areas. 
1. The nature of the Community School 
2 • The role of the Community School in solving social 
problems 
3. The philosophy of the Community School 
4. The Community School and Community Development 
5. Improving community relations through the school 
6. The school and social agency 
7. Concept of community 
8 . Organization of the Community School 
9 . Staff development for Community School 
10. The Community School Curriculum 
11. Designing the school plant as a community center 
12. Public relations and understanding of the Community School 
13. Starting a Community School Program 
14. Financing a Community School 
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SIGNIFIC/\XCE AND CO?\TRIBuTIO ~S OF THE COlJRSE 
Much contemporary education is ritualistic , calling for sepc1ratc 
packages of correct answers. We have institutionalized our caucational 
machinery . In many instances, teachers cio not articulate their tt.;;aching 
with the broad community resources available . In many schools, parent 
involvement is considered a threat to the profes sional staff 0£ fa c school. 
The school should be a catalytic agent that will set ir. mo .. io n c.11 
of the educative, ..:orces of the c o:r.u-.....r:ny to 0cdr upo:i t.1-ic :)::-c .... uc:~o;, .J~ :::-:c 
good society. t'or too long the school builcir,gs :m ve s: occ: 1cle to: ;: ..... -:y 
hours during which they could have servea :r1 c :c .... rnir.g need~ 0£ :.;JCOple . 
The school does not attempt to be all things to ali people, nut when it 
operates on an extended day, week, and year ba sis, it can include many 
services in its program that are not possible in the traditional school 
which operates only for the children on a five-day week, 8: 30 a . m. to 
3:30 p . m . basis . 
From this point of view, the curriculum of the school becomes 
li:e-centered in nature . It brings much of the community into the class-
room ana places emphasis on living here and now . In its curriculum for 
both children ana adults, the community school aeals with existing con-
ditions of life and is planned to adapt to changing social and economic 
conditions as need arises. 
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
PROPOSED NEW COURSE IN ADULT AND CONTII\ UING EDUCATION 
Title: The Community School 
Credit: 3 Hours 
Proposed Course Number: __,5::....?.:_• ...:...? __ 
No. Hours/Wk. Lecture: 3 
Laboratory: __ _ 
Prerequisites: ------------------
Text: The Community School: Basic Concepts, Function ar.o. Orga.,1::.za~:..e,; 
Author: W. Fred Totten and Frank ; . Manley 
Publisher: _6_1Jied Education Council 
Price: 
Content of Course: This course was designed to explore the comr.::u::-._·_-_, 
school approach to learning. During the course , students will examine -~--~ 
community wide use of school facilities and will learn how the total cor::r;;_: ... 
is involved in the educative process. They will study the leadership -;_;;.,.c·. 
of the community school in helping people on a community wide basis -~,:, 
fulfill their unmet basic needs. 
Topics and Time Allotment : 
1 week - Introduction to Community Education 
1 week - How shall Schools be Used 
2 weeks - The Community School and What it Attempts to do 
2 weeks - The Community School and Social Problems 
1 week - The Concept of Community 
2 weeks - Organization Structure of the Community School 
1 week - The Community School Staff 
1 week - The Community School Curriculum 
1 week - The Community School Plant 
1 week - Developing Public Understanding 
2 weeks - Starting a Community School Program 
1 week - Financing Community Education 
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Catalog Description: A study of the philosophy, development, and 
administration of the school to serve as a common meetinghouse and 
service center involving all people of all ages in educational and 
social activities. 
Statement of Needs: Education is one of the most effective means of 
achieving a society which will enable each ind1 vi dual to experience 
a life of satisfaction. Society is confronted with many unsolved 
problems, and many barriers stand in the way of social progress . The 
effective power of education in the solution of social problems depends 
greatly upon the decision as to how our schools are used . Schools do 
not need to be alien territory to the families they serve . They can be 
made available to all people of c.11 ages for learning purposes. 
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PROGRAM PLANNING AND EVALUATION 
The propose of this course is to furnish the adults an opportunity 
to familiarize tnemselves with the principles of program planning and 
evaluation as related to adult education programs. This course attempts 
to (1) give each student a conception of the fundamental series of steps 
which must be taken in designing an effective adult education program, 
and (2) the steps in evaluatrng the program u u.i.;.;1.C : .. i::.~ ~: · "! c'I- · ~, ... , · 
wer e achieved. More. specifically the course has been ues-'- l l [ 
facilitate the efforts of enroliees to improve themselves witn rt.:<:,--- ~ w: 
(1) Considering the needs of the participants m plannir1g 
programs 
(2) Involving participants rn the program planning proCL-S::> 
(3) Stating program goals in mectsurable terms 
(4) Utilizing local resources in programs 
(5) Understandin<;, the need for evdl'llauon 
(6) Evaluating for administrative and partic i pant obJective::, 
(7) Developing instrument s for evaluation 
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SIGKIFICAl\iCE OF THE COURSE 
At the core of all adult education 1s the fundamental problem 
of designing learning experiences that will meet the needs of tne parti-
cipants and achieve the obJectives of the sponsoring institution. Too 
many programs are thrown together haphazardly without any clear per-
ception of the purposes for which they are being conducted or of the 
obJ ectives to be achieved. 
Planning educational program s for 2dults involves c .... ~1:l 
basic factors that must be 91 ven consiaerution. ':'!1esc 1r:cluc'- Jc..-
termination of need , identificat1or, of cducdt_onc1l goals, ar::-,r.gc.-:-.e~· . .: 
of learning tasks , and evaluc..tio;-,. 
Since no adult educa"ion agency or onJctmz..it1on oric::-::, .... com-
prehensive curriculum for ihe 2dult -.:!nd since.. tr.0 dcma:id fo:- ::,rogrorr,s 
always exceeds the usually meager re.:;o .... rce ...tvalla!)le, it is e::.sc::-.n&: 
that the effectiveness of the programs offered oe known. Resources 
should be expended toward the attainment of important objectives , witr.ir. 
these objectives they should go toward those which tnere is evidence tc 
show that the objectives are being obtained. 
Evaluation provides the field of adult education with a way 
of determining the efficiency, effectiveness, and its management of the 
instructional situation. Only in this way is it possible to insure that 
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the activity for particular learning task is suitea to the specific group 
for which it is offered. 
Programs will be improved to the extent that assessments 
can be made of their effectiveness in accomplishing goals . 
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PROGRAM PLANNING AND EVALUATION 
Title : Program Planning and Evaluation 
Credit: 3 hours 
Proposed Course Number 5?? 
No • Hour '2/Wk . Lecture 3 _:...._ __ 
Lab 0 
Prerequisites: Principles of Aduit and Continui ng Educat ion 
Text: Selected Readings 
Author: 
Publisher: -------------- -----
Price: ------ - ------ --- -----
Content of Course: The design and evaluatior. of uciult educ2.t10 .. t'i.'\Jc1 _,,., ., 













Determine needs of part1c tpants 
Convert needs and interest into program topics 
Stating program objectives 
Survey available resources 
Select appropriat e techniques 





Areas of measurement 
Instrumentation 
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Catalog Description: The application of program planning principles and evaluation 
techniques to adult education programs . 
Stat ement of Need: The volunteer nature of participants in adult education and :.he 
limited financial support of adult programs makes effective program planning and 
evaluation a must. If the program is to be effective, it must revolve around the 
interest and needs of the participants with students actually involved in the pro-
gram planning process. Evaluation of adult programs is needed to insure that 
program goals are being achieved. 
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STUDENTS AND STUDENT SUPPORT 
The majority of the students in the graduate program will probably 
come from adult basic education. In the state of Kentucky there are 514 
teachers , 106 courselors, 100 arEa supervisors, six state supervisors, and 
362 others working in Adult Basic Education. Many of these ind1v10uals 
are employed in Eastern Kentucky. The Director of Adult Basic Education 
in Kentucky has expressed support for the graduate program. (Append:i.x A) 
In addition to the adult basic education population in Kentucky, 
can also be drawn from other states in the Appalctchian Reg10!1. 
the regional work of the AABEDC and the teacher-training worksnop, 
prospective students are beginning to ask about the possib1li1:y o: comir:g 
to Morehead to study. Three unsolicited letters requesting information 
about graduate study are enclosed in AppendiX B. 
Although most of the students will probably be in adult oa.siC 
education, one should not forget that this graduate program is c, _ <:· 
for Adult and Continuing Education. Below is a list containing a sample 
of other areas from which a Department of Adult and Continuing Educa-
tion could draw students. 
Industrial Training Directors 
Cooperative Extension Service 
Welfare and Social Service Agencies 
Vocational and Technical Schools 
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Employment Security 
Community School Directors 
Librarians 
Educational Directors for Prison Programs 
Office of Economic Opportunity Programs 
One of the most important factors m recr..iitir,g quah:fiea ful1- ~ir,:~ 
graduate students is the amount of financial support which can nc pro-
vided. The AABEDC has built into its proposals ten internships ar.c 
seven graduate assistantships. This should provide a cor..:.. 02: .:~t. _.-LC~ 
upon which the program can be built. The Center is currently .ch ... :c . 
to the Mott Foundation and other areas for adclit:onal fir...;.;r,ciai ... ss_ .. ,~<.., . .;c 
for students • 
so 
FINANCIAL SUPPORT 
The Appalachian Adult Basic Education Demonstration Center was 
funded for $250,000 during FY' 68. Three (3) staff members and two (2 1 
secretaries were employed on a full-time basis. In addition , two (2) 
graduate students and two (2) workship students positions were proviaec 
on a part-time basis. 
The funding for FY'69 has been increased substan\!Q..1.c.1.Y.. 4_ •• t... 
Center has received $400,000 to expand its pres em program . 'I'r.0 :.:1-
crease in funding has enabled the Center to crc,ploy a total of scve::-. (7) 
full - time staff members, and four (4) st..crGtanes. The pa.-L- t.:J-:l1;; -;_,....,:-
sonnel includes four (4) graduat e assistants and three (3) wor:cs:11~ 
students. 
The AABEDC has submitted its proposal for FY' 70 for .:1.....,c..s :..r_ 
excess of $600,000 for program operation. 
The Teacher Training Workshop conducted during fr.e --..uu .. c- .._,. 
1969 was supported at the rate of $78 , 000. A total of $88,000 has been 
requested for the reading workshop to be conducted in the summer oi 197C. 
Another source of revenue will be available when Kentucky 1s 
shifted to Region IV. The Southern Reg10nal Educational Board is curren-C:i.y 
providing each state in Region IV approximately $85,000 to develop 
graduate training programs in education. 
The AABEDC has also submitted a proposal to the Mott Foundanc: 
requesting support for a community school training program . 
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A look at the national picture indicates a significant upward -:::enc. 
in support for adult education . Senator Javits and Congressmar. ?e!":c~-:.~ 
have submittea bills which asK for an incre ase rn _eaerai suppo.::-.: o..: 
adult education from 50 milHon dollars per year to 300 mill10n doliars 
per year. 
From all indications, it appears that the Appalachian Aduic 
Basic Education Demonstration C crnu cou~ci. :ina.nc.Lc:.l~y .;;uppor • •.. ~ 
graduate prograr:1 for a mimmurr. of : wo years . A"' tn~ er.roE:-:.cr:; ::.:.-
creases, the School of Education shoula be m u po::.~Lon to J', ... ..,t ... ~Y 
assuming responsibility for financ ial sup~ort c f tr .. e progr .:::.r:~ . 
FAC"Gi.TY 
At present, the AABEDC has seven staff memoers. Five of 
these people, Mr. George Eyster, Dr. Harold Rose , Mrs . Ann ~'-i..a.y'-"', 
Mr . John Gaus , and Mr. Husain Qaz1ioa srt have training and expe~·:0~-.c, 
in adult education . These five would constitute the teaching sta:f 
m Adult and Continuing Education. The two other staff member s, 
Mr. Frank Collesano and Mr. Lamar Marchese would serve :;.n a s·L-p)c:-_ 
capacity. As an examination of the enclosed vitae will mdica·~-- . ·:~,.::: 
staff of the AABEDC are qualified for their new role in a graduate pro-
gram . 
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GEORGE WARREN EYSTER, Executive Director 
Appalachian Adult Basic Education Dem onstration Center 
Office Phone: 606-784- 9229 
University Phone: 606- 784- 4181 Ext. 289 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 40351 
SUMMARY: 
Duplex 6, Apartment 1 l 
Ward Oates Drive 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Home Phone: 606~784-9291 
Two years experience, elementary, secondary and special education 1n a neuropsychiatnc institute; 
eight years m youth organuation adult education, parent education, public relations and general 
~chool and foundation administration; two ye.1rs as a consult r,t in elur.1:nt .. .,.. :ic! seconda::"t c-:....•;c_ 
ulum, and community school organization with a state department of education; three ye ... 'S .. ~ 
d.SSistant supe,"intendent, d;,s"' 0 ntary and :;econdary educati0n and dirccto;• of ;in .-,1eper-.i.ment .. , ..,,;,.,._ .• 
education progr:i.m in a fo1ci6 r, courtry; and, :;even years in the Umtt>ll 5,'l.tes Navy, fou.· yr;;_., "· 
U. S . N. a~ t.rammg officer in an ,.float trainmg c.:immand of the Umted Sta!t>S Navy. 
EDUCATION: 
PhD (Pcnc!mg) 
6 Year Specialist Degree 
Master ot Arts 
Master of Science 
Bachelor of Science 
EXPERIE.~CES: 
M1cb,.an St.at~ University 
Michigan State lJn.vers1ty 
EastP.:::l Michigan Umve!'Sity 
Umve.5ity oi Mkhigan 
Umver.;.ty of Michigan 
1. 1964 - 1967, Assistant Superintendent of the American Scho0l Foundation, A. C . in Mt:Xico 
City, During this period I was responsible for the development of an experimental adult 
education pNgram for Mexic,m nationah with ~n ob3ecdve of ~crvicP. :.:id of Americar. in-
terest abroad. I, also, was responsible for ;:;ener,;l .. dm,ni:;tratioc oi the el.-,mentary and 
secondary school and director of vacation school programs. 
2 . 1960 - 1964, Special Sta.ff Assbtant, Mott Foundation Program of the Flint Board of Education, 
Flint, Michigan. I was responsible for general public relations for the Mott Foundation, 
Coordinator of the Mott lntt'r- Umversity Clinical Preparation Program for School Adm inistrators 
mvolving the m.J.JOr w1iversities in Michigan; and, Conferences and Workshops on the commun-
ity, state and national leveb. 
3. 1958 - 1960, Consultant, M1ch1gan Department of Public Instruction, Lansing, Michigan. A s 
consultant m elementary and secondary education, I worked throughout the Stat e o f Michigan 
with ma3or resporuab1lity m state curriculum committees and commumty school de velopment. 
4. 1953 - 1958, Director, Youth Activities and Parent Education, Mott Foundation Program and 
the Flint Board of Education. During this period I was responsible for the organization of a 
community-wide youth prognm utilizing ~chool facilities throughout the year and coordinating 
progums with all youth servmg agencies including the development of a co m mtmity -wide, 
international exchange program. 
5. 1951 - 1953, U. S. N. Training Office1·, Communications; Trairung Command Guantanamo) 
Bay, Cuba. 
6. 1950 - 1951, Educational and Recreational Therapist; Neuropsychiatric Institute, University 
of Michigan Hospital worl<ing with pre- school, elementary and secondary school, neurotic and 
psychotic patients. 
7. 1945 - 1947, United States Navy, Training Command, Training Officer, Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 
8. 1943 - 1945, United States Navy V- 12, Midshipman and related training, Officer, U. S . S. 
Philadelphia, Atlantic. 
ADDITIONAL WORK EXPERIENCES AND SKILLS: 
1. Public Relations and related material development. 
2. Film Production: Slides and motion pictures (scripts ~nd direction). 
3. Conference Director: Workshops at local, state and national .ua:vels. 
4. Curriculum Material Development and Evaluation: Elementary, secondary and ad~t ed1..c~ .• 0::.. 
5. General Administration: Personnel; Budgets; Inventory ... m .. .ouildin;; Proe;rams. 
LANGUAGES: 
SPANISH - Reading, writing and speaking, FRENCH - l\.e.:.dmg, 
CREDITS: "Show Cases For Excellence", 16 mm. sound, 30 minutes, Produced for tht AN◊~---·•-·· 
American Schools in the Republic of Mexico. 1967. 
BEDEL: B.1s1cos Esenciales de Libre (Basic Essentials of Free Enterprise). Translated - nC: .-aap-• .::c. 10: 
Mexico from DuPont Corporation materials. The American School Foundation, A.C. 1965. 
CERTIFICATION: Michigan Secondary Permanent Certificate, December 121 1955. 
COliEGE DISTINCTIONS: "All American" Awards, U.S. Springboard Divmg Team, Univc:.-,.~y 0: 
Michigan. 
TRAVEL: Europe, Central and South America, Mexico, Caribbean and all of North America 
excluding Alaska . 
N. HAROLD ROSE 
Resea.rch Administrator 
Appalachian Adult Basic Education 
Demomttation Center 
Office Phone: 606-784-9229 
University Phone; 784-4181 Ext. 289 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, KY 40351 
EDUCATION: 
Route #1, Hidden Valley 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Home Phone: 606-784-9507 
PhD in Adult Education, minor in Educational Research - Florida State University 
M. Ed. in Agriculture Education - North Carolina ::.-cate University 
B, S, in Agriculture Education - North Carolina State University 
RESEARCH EX ..... "'.lIENCE: 
l. 1969-1970, Research AdministratDr, AABFDC 
2. 1968-1969, Research Specialist, AABEDC 
3. 1967-1968, Research Assistant at Florida State University. Conducted study on the relat1onsr.,._;; 
between sociability and group interaction. 
4. 1966-1967, Graduate Assistant at Florida State University. Involved 1n the attempt to estab1is:r. 
an expenmental off-campus Master's degree program in Adult Education . 
5. 1965-1966, Research Assistant for the Center for Occupational Education at North Carolina 
State University. Conducted a study of the Social Participation Role of the Vaca:t:ional 
Education Teacher. 
6. 1963-1964, Summer employment at Union Carbide Research Farm in Clayton, North Carolina. 
Responsible for conducting field experiments. 
TEACHING AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCE: 
l. Fall 1969, Taught Research Methods in Education 
2. 1968-1969, Developed proposal and served as Workshop Coordinator for a three-week 
tea.cher-training workshop in Adult Basic Education serving Ul participants 
3. Spring 1969, Ta.ught Test and Measurements 
4. Summer 1968, Graduate Assistant, Adult Basic Education Teacher- Training Workshop, 
Florida State University 
PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: 
l, Adult Education Association 
2. Phi Delta Kappa, Professi.onal Fraternity 
3. Kentucky Association for Contmuing Education 
PROFESSIONAL UADERSHIP1 
l. 1969-1970, Chairman, Commission on Research in Adult Education 
2. 1969-1970, President Elect, Kentucky As:.uc1atio11 for Contiuw1g Education 
PUBLICATIONS AND DEGREE TOPICS: 
1. Rose, N. Harold. The Rdationship Between Sociability aud Type and Rate of Interaction. 
Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Florida St&te University, 1969. 136 pp. 
2. Rose, N. Harold, C. Douglas Bryant and Lawrence W. Drabick. The Social Participation Role 
of the Vocational Education Teacher, North Carolina State University at Raleigh: Center for 
Research, Development and Training in Occupational Educat:.on. (in press) 
3. Rose, N, Harold. A Comparative Study oi the Socia l Part1.::1pation Role of Vocano·a...1. -"•c.•'lCW-
ture and No~Vocational Teacher.., T.tlcsis, North Carolina State University at Raleigh, ~s:io. 
130 pp. 
PAPERS PRESENTID 
1. Rose, N. Harold. The Effect of Sociability on the Type and Rate of Interaction in Small 
Groups. Paper read at the annual meeting of the National Seminar on Adult Education 
Research, 1I'orontD, Canada, February 9~ll, 1969. 17 pp. 
JOHN ERNEST GAUS 
Learning Center Specialist 
Appalachian Adult Basic Education 
Demonstration Center 
Office Phone: 606-784-9229 
University Phone: 606-784-4181 Ext. 289 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 
SUMMARY: 
214 Knapp Avenue 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Home Phone: 606- 784- 7934 
Training Coordinator for Staff of training School for Mentally Retarded; Director of Field Services 
for a State Council of Chu..""Ches for 4 1/2 years; Pastor of local congregations 9 1/2 years; Cu..~to::-
of Miner;;.! bdus·::ries Museum 1 1/2 years; Metallurgist for 1 year and 2 summ.?rs; United State. 
Navy for 3 year-.;, iuclud..!J.g s.ix months as shipboard officer, 
EDUCATION: 
Doctor of Philosophy (Adult Education) - University of Wisconsin - to be awarded January, 1970. 
Master of ~acred Theology - Lutheran Theological Seminary, Philaaelphia. 
Bachelor of Divinity - Um.vel'$ify of Chicago Divinity School. 
Master of Scier.ce - Metallurgical Engineering - Columbia University. 
Bachelor of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering - Ya.le University. 
EXPERIENCES: 
1. 1967 - 1969, While a full - time student at the University of Wisconsin, served as Research 
Assistant in Adult Education for one academic year and Program Coordinator in University 
Extension for 3 month::, ar,d Training Coordinator for staff of 1,100 at Central Wisconsin 
Colony for 9 months. Conducted worship services on Sundays as time permitted. 
2. 1963 - 1967, Director of Field Services for Wisconsin Council of Churches, including 
research on location of aJ.1 church buildings in the state, interdenominational mergers in 
rural, suburban, and city area; initiating ministries in 4 state parks; state prison 
preaching missions; teacher training institutes for vacation church schools; youth seminars 
to New York and Milwaukee; camp leadership training for adults; Indiana Plan Institutes for 
adults. 
3. 1953 - 1963, Pastor of 3 rural congregations in Central Pennsylvania coal region for 3 1/ 4 
years; 4 minths exchange pastor in Hamburg, Germany; Pastor of bilingual, biracial con-
gregation in inner-city Philadelphia 6 years. Preaching, counseling, youth work, teaching, 
soci:i.l :i.ction i~titutes and rallies and marches and petitionings. 
DISSERTATIONS: 
M. S. - The Micro-Cracking Characteristics of Brine-Quenched Carbon Steels (1948) 
S. T.M. - The Factual Study of Religion in the Public Schools (1965) 
PhD _ Some Educational Achievements of the Uppsala Assembly of the World Council of Ch~hes (1970) 
MRS. ANN P. HA Y""....S 
Evaluation Spccialitt 
Appalachian Ad.i~t B.1$1C Edu~ .. ~iur. 
Demonstration Cei.ter 
Office Phone : 606-784-9229 
University Phone: €06-784--HSl Ext. 289 
Morehead State Umvers1ty 
Morehead, Kentucky 40351 
SUMMARY: 
235 W. Sun Street 
.M,,r,.h-.- .. t, r{,.r.tucky 
hume l'nur., · 606-784-7419 
Three years of exper:encc as a research assistant m readmg and adult education. 
EDUCATION: 
B. S. in Secondary Educ .. uor: - Jr.,ve:s1ty o: Vc=o:11• 
M.A. in EducatioL _ (pe:nding) - Univers.ty of ci11-::ag,1 
PhD m Educ.;.tion - (p1.r:cir:g) - Unive::- 1ty cf(. '"c"g:.> 
EXPERIENCE: 
l. 1963 - 1964, Research a~sistant in readrnz, n-,~,,,:trr.ent of Eriuc .. tion, Un,v,~~,.ty .:>f -.:b, a,, .... 
2. 1964 - 1967, Arim=;::-i::"e i:ead, Ed:;c.-lt.01! L:brary, Umwr;1ty of c:ucago. 
3. 1967, Re:~carch A~,::;tar:L fo r Ford Foti.,clat·:m actn:t b..i.,:;:: cduc .• t:cn ?roJect, N:.t1ona1 Opii.ion 
Research Centu, Univci'~ity cf Chic«go. 
4. 1968 - 69, As;istant p:"OJf:Ct d1:cc:or 1:., :..cult .:d,1c.it101:, De!'.:::tmrnt of Educati,:>n, University 
of Chicago. 
5. 1969, Director of adult b 1:;1c ec!ucat.-.,11 t.:.1c:1c:--r:.u.~::1g wor.-{~:.0;:i, Appalach1~n Aciult Basic 
Education Demonstratior, Ce:1ter, Mo:eJ-.c .. .:i Stat..: U::1bers1:y. 
RELATED WORK EXPER~.ENCl:. 
l. 1964, Project director, Adult Educat:on Co·,.mcil of Greater Chicago. 
2. 1967 - 68, Planning Board, Adul: Education Council of Greate r Chicago. 
3. 1968 - 69, Staff tra ining s'-'ssio::is for neighborhood aJv1sory boards of medical and ment.il 
health centers, 
4 . 1968 - 69, Observing member, Jornt Adv,sory Committee on Adult B.isic Education of the 
Chicago Board of Educat,on and the Coo!< Cow:ty D.:?partment of Public Aid. 
PROFESSIONAL, HONORARY, AND c:vrc ORGAN:ZAT!ONS: 
l. Internauonal Re,1d,ng Ass0c1auon. 
2. Nat:or,.u Assocn•i-::, For ?ubl.c School Ac.~lt E<.!Jcat1on. 
3. Adult Education Associ-.t;0n ci tr.• :.J.S.A. 
4. Pti :Seta Kappa. 
5. Kappa DeltJ Pi, Profo::;,:ional fr;,·.,:~:'..y. 
6. P1 L.1moda Theta, P:,ofl!ss:on:tl So:-.:ritv. 
7. Meoicai Comm1ttt:e for Humm R,ghts. 
8. Aduit Education Counc,l of G,e.lt.:!r Ch.ca6o. 
PUBLICATIONS: 
1. Hayes, Ann, N .. ncy L~ghtho!l and D1n.cl Luptc-n, An Inve:;t1g«t10P of M;.tenals and Methods 
For the Introductory S~.1ge of Ad;.ilt : -~<:racy Etlv,::i.tion1 Chicago: Adult Education Council of 
Greater Chicago, 1965. Rc-,pr.:1ted n "V.ethod:" m Frank Lanning and Wesley Mann mg, 
Basic Education Fo. t.½e Disadvanugcd Adult: Theory and Practice:;, Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1966. 
2 . William Griffith ;lnd Ann Hly~~, 1·R~,~t1r.g t•~ tb? Adult L1:e ·ar:1er", ~peaking Abo· ... , Adults: 
Proceeding fl")m ti':<> Adult B~~-c E:it.::-.· :0:1 w,,r!d~,ycviscci1 Dek:i.lb: Northern Illinois 
University, 1969. (i.'l presc) 
3. Wilham Griffith : ... r.d A:~, 1-hv...-s, "A.::.u: l<is.c Ednc·,uor.. 1i,,.' Stite of the Art", in Lil,.; p1-.:i -
ceedings of the Pr~ccnv,:nuor. ... ;.::~~t, ,-i th, 1\11t.10n,.l /\.;:;o, 1Jt1011 for Public Sc"o,1] Adult 
Education, tht> !r.L .... rn.J.tlotia: Rc:J":iI·:.3 ,'\->ruc.1 ..... ·,J."l, .lncl i , t~ ,, • .1t1on.Jl CuuJ·,cil of lcA\..ne~ Ui 
Ec£hsh, S,~.:,.-:-Jf.!, \Nd-;hir:gton, !)tiO, j..:>5t.:-~ !.. \.4t.t:·!..:.J.r6o, ,.:ct. \~ ~-un t ,l!: .. 11, 1~ . : ... , .. ~ ~: .. ·~, 
C01.mc1l of Te1.che~ c,( c.:1gl::;:i, 1970. (,:1 .i:--::·1 
4. W1l~iam G,:..ft1th d.nd A:;.:.. H·-t/t•,; \~1J..:::. ), K .. '.l~d:-:-11 .r, A,!t, .. ' 4t. ".:; }.Ji.h..: .Jt~,J 1 (tcnt:o.t:ve tn . .1."'j. 
Procc~di!!g~ of a Wor!cr.,,p Tc !:·:::,· ,;~ ::·1c. ·r,, imp.".)ve un,..,~r-~,t} -<!acher ·;,.,m .. ,0 :::, 
Adult Basic Ed11cat1or., 19'5!:>. (...:i o=.:!s., -- \h'Cl-'-b~y Univc.,,ty oi Chica,;o Pre:;:;, 1970) 
FRANK J. COLLE.SANO 
Administrative As~ictant 
Appalachian Adult Basic Education 
Demonstration Cent!r 
Office Phone : 606-784-9229 
University Phone: 606-784-4181 Ext. 289 
Morehead State Uruvers1ty 
Morehead, Kentucky 40351 
SUMMARY, 
Perk 's Tra Her Court 1/4 
Flemingsburg Road 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Home Phone: 606- 784 - 7:W2 
One semester experienr.e tP..:cr.ing :it the high school level. One year's experience working as a gr-._.1,.,, . r.: 
aaslstant, involved 1r. the hudgeting aspects of the federal program. 
IDUCATION1 
Master of Business Educ:ition, Morehead St,Hc Univo!n.1ty, BJchclor of S..:1cnc,:, Morchc.1d St,ltc 
University, Ceneral Science Dr.gree, Grover Clcvcla:-: l-i1~1t ~,c.hool. 
EXPERLENCES: 
1, September 1967 - August 19681 Graduatr A)s1sta:1t iu tlo,• 1lppti.1cl11.<n .I\Jult l3.tsi-: l·.du,.:1un11 
Demonstration Center. ;Junn1; this per•, ·cl I w.1s r«.poi:· \l,I,· for th, .. ccountino, and 11iu"~1.:,; 
a1pect1 of the f,:derally funded program. 
2. February 1967 - M.ty 1967, Stu,jr.nt tcachu at Boyd County lhgh S,·hool, Ashla.nu K.:nt\..•"/· 
During this penod I t.lugh; general business and typewriting I dasses. 1 Cl.)mpletc-. Y2 ,,ut,.', 
of teaching, 40 hours of participation, ,.nd 40 hours ot obscrv.1c1on. 
ADDITIONAL WORK F.Xf'ERIENCES1 
1. Production worker at ChC'vrolct - Delevan. 
2, Postman for Buffalo Po:;t:1! ~ystem . 
LANGUACES: LATIN- rNd, 
CRIDITSs 
"The F.$tablbhment of .1 M.1:;tt>r ,,f Sch-ncl' In Business Ad111inistr,1tlon .ind Busu,c~s £auc.1uon J.t 
Morehead State Uwv.:r.;ity." Rc,scarch article puhlished 1n the Morehead State Uwvers1ty faclA.lty 
newrpaper, The Rcsc.irch N.:ws , 
Appomted member of various committees of Florida State University Administration viz., 
Selection fo1 Foreign Student Advisor; Faculty-Student Committee on International Student 
Programs, Faculty-Student Committee on Student Organizations, etc. 
PROFESSIONAL ORGAl\1ZA TIONS: 
1. Member of Adult Education Association 
2. Member of Phi Delta Kappa, Professional Fraternity 
3. Kentucky Adult Education Association 
LANGUAGES: 
German - speak, read, and write 
Urdu - speak, read, and write 
Hindi - speak, read, and write 
Persian - speak, rt!ad, and write 
Arabic - Spt!ak, read, and write 
PUBLICATIONS A:t-."D DEGREE TOPICS. 
Husain Qazilbash ar.d Rl~Y Ingham, A Survey of Graduate Programs in Adult Education in the 
United State~ and Canada, Florida State University, Publisned in The Community Tearr. Wo_, 
lndian.i. Univcr:.ity Pres:,, 1969, 
2. Hus,un Qatilbash, An App:aisal of Dr. James B. Conant's St".idy of the American H1g:-i Sc:·.oo., 
M,1.ster's Thesis. 
3, Hus,1m Qazilbash, Rdat1onsh1p Bctwe,rn Intdhgence and mformation Se(!kmg Process oi A ...... .., 
and Age, PhD Dissertation. 
HUSAIN QAZILBASH 
Curriculum Specialist 
Appalachian Adult Basic Education 
Demonstration Center 
Office Phone: 606-784-9229 
University Phone: 606-784- 4181 Ext. 289 
Morehead State Univer:;ity 
Morehead, Kentucky 40351 
SUMMARY: 
Morehead State UniveNity 
Trailer Court # l 
U.S. 60, East 
Morehead, Kent,1: . .-y 
Home Phone: 606-184-~.5?: 
One year teaching experience at graduate and undergraduate levels, on,! and o:Je-half yca1· ..,. llPr .. ,·; 
experience, three years of research experience with several research topics, .;.ll conductt:d wi.ui:. , ,.,,. 
University framework . 
EDUCATION: 
PhD in Adult Education - *Florida State Universitv 
M .S. in Agriculture Education - Montana St..tc U!1,ve:r-~1ty 
Diploma in Agriculture Extension work - Justus LielHg Univer:;1ty, Wc:-.t Germany 
B.S. in Agriculture - University of Sind, Pakiztan 
*To be formally completed in February, 1970. 
EXPERIENCE: 
1. 1967 _ 1969, Graduate Assistant (Research and Teaching) Department of Adult Education, 
Florida State University. 
2. 1967 - 1968, Assistant to the Coordin .. tor of Ad-.:lt Basic Educaoon Teacher Training 
Workshops, Florida State University. 
3. 1964 - 1966, Library Assistant, Uni vers1ty of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario, Canada (Uruve.--.,~-..y 
of Toronto). 
4. 1961, Lecturer, Village AID Institute, international Cooperation Alliance. 
ADDITIONAL WORK EXPERIENCES: 
1. Served as Admimstrative Assistant, USDA, Teacher-Training Program, Montana Stat.: 
University, summer, 1966. 
2. S crved as interpreter and announcer, Bundes Presse A mt, Bonn W e:-.t Germany (Trar.sl- ~..:.:.._, 
and reading news from German to Urdu and Hindi and reading for broadcast to Pak1~t,u-. - •·'-' 
India). 
3. Recipient of the Fullbright Fellowship, 1966-1967. 
4 . President of the following: Inter-national Club F. S. U., Mu:;lim Student Associatio..::., V:.:.~ 
President Adult Education Club; Member of Special Presidential Committee F . S. ·..;., 
LAMAR VINCENT MARCHESE 
l!'Jormatton Spcculist 
Appalachian Adult Basic Educ.ition 
Demou~tration Center 
Office PhonP.: 606-784-9229 
Unive~.1ty Phe>Le: 606- 764-4181 
Morchc.1d St.itc University 
Mor.:-nc .. d, Kentucky 40351 
SUMMARY. 
Duplex 7, Apartment 14 
Ward Oa.tes Drive 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Home Phone: 606- 784-61Qa 
One yc.1r .1s VISTA Volunteer in Maryland Job Corps Center. Rc.adin6 l~tructor wii:.1 Job Corps m 
West V,:,;.ni ... for ollc year. Six months as headstart teacher with Scr.n,-,nl,_, hd'a,1 children m 
F:.:. • . da Cr.i.d•A3t..! ,1~si$ta<1t with the University of Florida's Rad10 Center for two years. Summer 
m:e:-r. w ,:.h Af:;cau Division of the Voice of America. 
EDUC A TIO:--:. 
31..:h.-'.N ot Ar.$ m Socia, Sciences _ University of South Florida. Tamp.i, Florida. 
CJnd:d.n-• - M.1\tcr of Arts in Communications - University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida. 
1. Scpt•.·ml.,_r 1°67 - June 1969, Graduate Assistant with the University of Florida's Radio C.::nte:-, 
Du. n3 the ia,t ~,x months of assistantship was acting operations manager in charge of super -
v:,:ng .. m."lour.cv1.._,, and writers, programming and production. 
? • !v-:,· 196b - September 1968, Summer mtern with the African Divis1on of the Voice 0f 
A:,-.i•nc.i. R,,~pomible for writing and producing radio pro,.rams for overseas broadca~t. 
Otiw: d·:t•cs :.nc:luded interviews, tape editing and program rese .. rcn. 
;). Jan:1:1.ry 1967 - June 1967, Headstart teacher with Seminole Indians . Began 11orgai.ic reading" 
p,"Ogr-.tm, organized educational trips, supervised teacher - aids. 
·L ;Jnua;-y 1966 - Janu.1ry 1967, R eading instructor with Ha1-pers Ferry Job Corps Center, Harpers 
Fcr~y, West Virg1ma. Organized Center-wide educ ation film program, edited corpsmen 
new,papcr. 
5 J.1na.1ry 1965 - Janu..iry 1966, VISTA Volunteer stationed at Catocton Job Corps Center, 
L.,nt,, Maryland. Teaching reading and guidance maj or duties, organized and supel'Vlsed 
t:irs, taught typmg, started center newspaper, etc. 
AD:)iT:ONAL WORK EXPERIENCES: 
1. C .L.::c :;upply salesmen 
~. C .~n,' ci:-L'rator for Fbrida Steel Corporation 
3. E,.;;.. stitcher w factor} 
4. M .. ~l room assistant at T ampa T ribune Company 
APPENDIX A 
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
1lleparlment nf 1£.buratinn 
DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL EDUCAT ION 
FRANKFORT 40601 
Mr . George W. Eyster 
Executive Director 
November 3, 1969 
Appalachian Adult Basic Education 
Demonstration Center 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 40351 
Dear Mr. Eyster: 
I wish to commend the Appalachian Adult Basic Education Demo.1strc·ci.0:.1. 
Center, Morehead State University for the conctuci: of the recem Co,: .. "':'.0-:. -
wealth of Kentucky Adult Basic Edi_...cation Program Eva:uation re;:>o~--re .... :· ----~ 
30, 1969 and entitled: "Achievemems of the Kentucky Adult Bas:..c 2ci_...cci-
tion Program, 19 69." 
The document and study will have far reaching implications in t:-.e i:T.9:0v~ · 
ment of the Kentucky Adult Basic Education Program. The stt..dy iS ct::;-._,;·:_._, 
being shared with the fifty state directors of the Unitea States ar.c. c:1e 
United States Office of Education. I have no aoubt that it may become c.::. 
important model for other state adult basic education program evalua t:..on 
efforts . 
Findings reported in the Kentucky Program Evaluation and subsequenLy, 
maJor recommendations point to the great need for ABE In - service ·Tra mir.,J 
for the preparation of teachers and supervisors. The planning of in- serv1c....:: 
training has, therefore, been set as the number one prior ity of t he Kent:i.c:.::.. 
ABE Program . 
The AABEDC report to HEW Region III indicating progress in the developrr.-:. · 
of a Morehead State University Masters Degree Program in Adult and Co:.·.-
tinuing Education was most encouraging, particularly since 1:h e re are no 
institutions offering this level of training in Kentucky or in the region, ~~ - -
of Ohio State University and north of University of Georgia. 
Mr. George W. Eyster 
Page 2 
November 3, 1969 
The Kentucky Department of Education, Division of Adult Education will 
encourage personnel participation in the Morehead State University Adult 
Program and will support personnel when funds become available. 
Your agency and Morehead State University are to be congratulated for 
the insights into the educational needs of Kentucky and your service to 
the Appalachian region. 
Sincerely yours, 
~~ 
Ted Cook, Director 
Division of Adult Education 
APPENDIX B 
1005 Mount Vernon Avenue Alexandria, Virginia 22301 
Phone 391-6209 
:V1r. Georre Eyster, Exec u tiv e ;1i r ect or 
Ad •..1lt Basic .i!:d •lcation Oem ons t r st:ion 
Center 
Morehe ~d 5tate J n i ve rs ity 
~orehes ~ , Kent ~c kv 403 1 
Novemter 10, 196~ 
I n r efere r.c e to our t e le 1 non ,! c onversa t: ~)n o f th i.; n,or n:r;,-: 
] w. ulo like t o receive fu rt he r lnr ormat i on re11ard ln g t h e 
Ad u~ t ~ asic J d uc at10n 3 r; c C o r:t,:n u ir,1· r~duc et.i Dn Masters Prorram . 
Ple n.; e f'ric l ose complete infur· rnH t.i ,,n on t,i e f j r;or· c i al assis ta nc6 
availa t le and a r.y o ther ir. forr.10t i r. ,,·, c 1 :3 re l ev er, t to t.,e 
pr o era•• ·· We wo u.L d like to h t< e se v , ra .i.. c or,i es ta keeI, on ·ia, .c 
here at t n e office. 
Th a n k v o u v e r v m , c h f' or v our t :i I e a r, c a t ten t i o r, • 
Ji r.c e r e 1 y , 
,..:~~ r?~rr--~ -z>/--"v7- -P>-rP',!:.;? ,---0 
~/~?_/ :rr ,,,-1/ /y-o/~/-o %,vty -:n.7_,, 7CP 
- '. ·-~~~~7~ >rY,7//7-- 2 °' V "r 
/ -~<{;/'~ ?~~ ,)~,__~ ---77'?,.1~~../ ~ zr,vt:,,;P7,-e,,/ 
~ '32£;1/ r>A-~ ,£ / ;7r '-v J /1_1/ ~ 
r~';r -✓ Y tY ~J 
~"'CJ r r?;{:.~7 ~ ~-~ r ~~~~-
r;r-~ --ynr~~,%; ?7:/r' ,q J/Y,# /J ~f 
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Dr. George Eyster 
2509 Valley Road, Apt. 3 
Parkershurg, West Virginia 
September 27, 1969 
Appalachian Adult Basic Education Demonstration Center 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Dear Sir: 
I am very much interested in doing graduate work towards a 
master's degree in adult basic eoucation. 
For the past four years I have been employed as a teacher in 
Parkersburg, West Virginia. I have been a member of the adult 
education staff of Wood County since February 1969. I was 
graduated from Concord College, Athens, West V1rg1nia, in 1965 
with a Bachelor of Science degree in Education. I am certified 
to teach in grades one through twelve. My major fields of 
concentration were elementary ed.ication and social studies. I 
have CD1mpleted 15 hours of graduate study at Uest Virginia 
University. 
A teacher in our school system, Mr. Lloyd Farinash, attendea an 
adult education seminar at your univers1ty this summer and 
enthusiastically told me about your college and particularly 
pra;sect your work in adult education. He advised me to contact 
you concerning my interest in Morehead's adult education program. 
Please send me any information on possible grants, fellowhips or 
assistantships which aight be available in this fie l d after Jun 
1970. Also, I would greatly appreciate knowing the procedure 
I should follow to enroll at Morehead State University to pursue 
a master's degree in adult basic education. 
'lbank you very much fo r your time and effo rt in my behalf. 
Sincerely you r s, 
, '/ J:./ . ✓-
;ltJ~ /(. .. d4::--· ~£-~ o-- / 
(Miss) Brenda Gayle Foster 
